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We predict theoretically and observe in experiment that the differential conductance of a supe
conducting single electron transistor exhibits a peak which is a complete analog, in amacroscopic
system, of a standard resonant tunneling peak associated with tunneling through a single quantum s
In particular, in a symmetric transistor, the peak height is universal and equal toe2y2p h̄. Away
from the resonance we clearly observe the cotunneling current which, in contrast to the normal-me
transistor, varies linearly with the bias voltage. [S0031-9007(97)03412-1]
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Charging effects in systems of small Josephson jun
tions are quite well understood by now—see, e.g., [1
3]. Interest, however, has been focused mostly on t
interplay between the charging effects and Cooper p
transport, which can be described in generic terms as
quantum dynamics of the Josephson phase differen
The aim of this work is to study the quasiparticle transpo
in a superconducting single electron transistor (SET)—
system of two junctions connected in series (see inset
Fig. 1). We show that the BCS singularity in the densi
of states of superconducting electrodes of the junctio
brings about several interesting new features of qua
particle transport. Most notably, in the vicinity of the
threshold voltageVt for classical tunneling the quasipar
ticle transport is identical to resonant tunneling through
single macroscopic quantum state of the transistor.
0031-9007y97y78(25)y4821(4)$10.00
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In this work, we study the low voltage regime, where
the quasiparticles do not have enough energy to en
the central electrode of the transistor and can traver
it only by quantum tunneling through the energy barrie
created by the charging energy of the central electrod
The effects of the superconducting density of states in th
classical sequential tunneling were discussed recently
Ref. [4]. The dominant contribution to the currentI in
the regime of quantum tunneling comes from the inelast
cotunneling, the process in which two different electron
tunnel simultaneously in the two junctions of the transisto
[5], and can be written asI  efGsV d 2 Gs2V dg, where
the cotunneling rateGsV d can be expressed in terms of
the “seed”I-V characteristicsIjsUd, j  1, 2, of the two
junctions at a fixed voltageU across a single junction and
no charging effects,
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HereV is the bias voltage across the transistor, and we have assumed, for simplicity, that all electrodes have th
energy gapD.

We restrict our attention to the case of low temperatures,T ø D, when the nonvanishing quasiparticle current exist
only at large voltages,V . 4Dye, sufficient for the creation of quasiparticles in the two junctions. In this voltage ran
the energiesE1,2 of the intermediate charge states in Eq. (1) are

E1  EC 2 lseV 2 4Dd 2
eQ0

CS

, E2  EC 2 s1 2 ld seV 2 4Dd 1
eQ0

CS

, (2)

where EC  e2y2CS with CS  C1 1 C2 1 Cg denoting the total capacitance of the central electrode of th
transistor,l  sC2 1 CgdyCS gives the fraction of the bias voltage that drops across the first junction, andQ0 
ehVgCgye 1 Ds2l 2 1dyECj with hxj ; x 2 fx 1 1y2g can be interpreted as the charge induced by the gate volta
Vg into the central electrode.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4821
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FIG. 1. Calculated bias-voltage dependence of the differe
tial conductance of a symmetric superconducing SET tra
sistor with junction resistanceR  20h̄ye2. The curves are
plotted for several values of the gate voltage, i.e., the char
Q0 induced on the central electrode of the transistor, that co
respond to several charging energy barriersE0 for tunneling:
E0ysh̄DyRe2d  0; 1; 3; 6; 10. The induced chargeQ0 cannot
be close to 0. The inset shows the equivalent circuit of th
SET transistor.

From Eq. (1) we see directly that a jump of the quasipa
ticle currentIjsUd at U  2Dye in superconducting junc-
tions changes the voltage dependence of the cotunnel
current forV close to4Dye from cubic [GsV d ~ V 3 for a
normal-metal transistor [5] ] to linear. Indeed, forT ø D

we can approximateIsUd near the thresholdU  2Dye as
(see, e.g., [6])

IsUd  IjQsU 2 2Dyed , Ij 
pD

2eRj
, (3)

whereRj is the normal-state tunnel resistance of thejth
junction. Equations (1) and (3) give for low temperature
andeV 2 4D ø D, EC ,

IsV d  eGsV d 
h̄I1I2

2p

µ
1

E1
1

1
E2

∂2µ
V 2

4D

e

∂
. (4)

When the bias voltage approaches the thresholdVt of
classical sequential tunneling, where one of the ener
barriersEj vanishes, the cotunneling current grows an
crosses over into the current carried by sequential tunn
ing, in which quasiparticles traverse the transistor by tw
independent jumps across the two junctions. The ener
width of the crossover region between the cotunneling a
sequential tunneling is determined by the lifetime broad
ening of the intermediate charge statesE1,2 [7–10]. If
the gate voltage is not close to the special pointQ0 
s 1

2 2 lde where E1,2 vanish simultaneously [the situa-
tion that corresponds to the maximum threshold voltag
Vt  s4D 1 2ECdye], then the current through one inter-
mediate state, for instance,E1 ; E, dominates near the
tunneling threshold. The current in the transition regio
4822
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can be described in this situation by simply adding the lif
time broadeningg of the intermediate state in Eq. (1) fo
the cotunneling rate [11,12],

M 
1

E 1 e 2 2D 1 ig
,

g 
h̄
2e

∑
I1

µ
e

e
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coth

µ
e

2T

∂
(5)
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eV 2 e

e

∂
coth

µ
eV 2 e

2T

∂∏
.

(This simple approach neglects the renormalization ofE
and g significant at temperatures exponentially small o
the scale ofEC [12].)

Combining Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and (5) we can calcula
the differential conductance of the transistor at low te
peratures,

G 
dI
dV


h̄I1I2

2p

3

∑
l

fE0 2 lseV 2 4Ddg2 1 d2

1
1 2 l

fE0 1 s1 2 ld seV 2 4Ddg2 1 d2

∏
, (6)

where E0  sey2 2 jQ0jdeyCS is the Coulomb energy
barrier at V  4Dye, and d  h̄sI1 1 I2dy2e is the
energy width of the charge state due to tunneling.
we use the second equation in expression (3) we
that d  p h̄sR21

1 1 R21
2 dDy4e2. Since the ideology of

cotunneling is applicable only to junctions with sma
tunnel conductance,R21 ø e2yh, this means that the
width of the charge state is small,d ø D, and Eq. (6)
describes the narrow conductance peak located at
thresholdVt of classical tunneling (eVt  4D 1 E0yl).
This peak corresponds to the rapid current rise fro
almost zero toI1I2ysI1 1 I2d at V  Vt. The maximum
conductance is achieved whenE0  0 (i.e., when the
tunneling threshold reaches minimum) andV  Vt 
4Dye,

G 
dI
dV


e2

2p h̄
4I1I2

sI1 1 I2d2
. (7)

Equation (7) shows that in a symmetric transistor, whe
I1  I2, the differential conductance reaches the absol
maximume2y2p h̄ which is independent ofD, EC , or the
junction resistanceR. This universality is similar to that
of the resonant tunneling through a single microscop
quantum state, and is quite remarkable in view of the f
that in the present context the quantum state is
macroscopiccharge state of the central electrode of t
transistor.

If the energy barrierE0 is large on the scale of the
width d of the charge state,d starts to increase with
increasingE0, i.e., increasing threshold voltageVt. The
conductance peak can be described analytically in t
regime by retaining only the first, resonant, term in Eq. (
and taking into account that the peak widthd depends then
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on its positionVt through the dependence onVt of the
contribution of the currentI2 through the second junction
to d: I2  I2sVt 2 2Dyed.

The shape of the conductance peak in a symmetric tr
sistor (with R1  R2, and l  1y2) calculated numeri-
cally from Eqs. (1), (2), and (5) without the approximatio
(3) or restrictions onE0 is shown in Fig. 1. We see that
this, more accurate, calculation preserves all the qualitat
features of the simple analytical expression (6): maximu
conductance ise2y2p h̄ whenE0  0 and decreases to ap
proximately half this value at nonzeroE0.

For the results discussed above to be valid, the lifetim
broadening of the resonant charge state should not o
be much smaller than the superconducting gapD, but also
much smaller than the typical energy distance (on the ord
of EC) to the excited charge states of the central electro
of the transistor. The condition for this is

a ;
D

EC

p h̄
e2

sR21
1 1 R21

2 d ø 1 . (8)

If this condition is violated, the charging effects are wash
out by quantum fluctuations and the current rise atV 
4Dye becomes infinitely sharp (provided that the singu
larity of the density of states at the energy gapD is not
smeared out by some internal mechanism).

To test these predictions experimentally we fabricat
and measured four superconducting SET transistors w
differing parameters. The transistors were fabricated
electron beam lithography on oxidized silicon by th
standard shadow evaporation technique using alumin
electrodes and aluminum oxide junction barriers. Th
length of the central island was1 mm, its width was 80–
120 nm, and the overlap at the two ends of the island w
the external electrodes was nominally 70 nm. The ga
capacitance was about 0.02 fF.

Tunnel resistanceR of the transistor junctions was
measured from the large-voltage asymptote of theI-V
characteristic of the transistor assuming equal resistan
of the two junctions. Although we did not carry out an
systematic study of how symmetric the transistors were,
checked from the gate voltage dependence of the thresh
voltageVt that sample 1 had equal parameters to with
30%, and we do not expect the other transistors to be wo
in this respect since their dimensions were larger than
sample 1. The charging energyEC was measured as a hal
of the amplitude of theVt modulation by the gate voltage,
and D can be obtained from the onset of the current
4Dye. All these parameters of the four samples are sho
TABLE I. Parameters of the four studied SET transistors. Conductances in the last three columns are shown in units ofe2y2p h̄.

Sample RskVd EC smeVd D smeVd a G0,exp G0,theory G1,exp

1 206 0.35 0.22 0.08 3.1 3 1023 1.6 3 1023 0.5
2 152 0.15 0.21 0.24 0.032 0.014 0.9
3 65 0.15 0.20 0.55 0.096 0.086 1.6
4 52 0.08 0.23 1.44 · · · · · · 4.0
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in Table I, together with the combined parametera defined
in Eq. (8) as a small parameter of the present theory.

MeasuredI-V characteristics and traces of the differe
tial conductance of sample 1 as a function of the bias vo
ageV are shown in Fig. 2 for several values of the ga
voltage. The curves agree qualitatively with the pred
tions of the theory described above. The differential co
ductance has a narrow peak of the roughly correct wi
at the threshold of classical tunneling. The height of t
peak away from the resonance is slightly below one-h
of e2y2p h̄. The main discrepancy between the expe
mental results [Fig. 2(b)] and the simple model calcu
tions (Fig. 1) is that at resonance the conductance d
not reach the ideal maximum valuee2y2p h̄ but rather
is about one-half of this value. Although the asymmet
of junction resistances contributes according to Eq. (7)
suppression of the resonance conductance, the actual a
metry of our transistors was too small to account for t
observed magnitude of this suppression. This discrepa
can be qualitatively explained by the sensitivity of res
nant tunneling to all sources of inelastic scattering. In o
system, the most probable source of this scattering is
finite impedance of the voltage leads. Since we could
characterize this impedance quantitatively, we did not
tempt to find a theoretical fit to the curves in Fig. 2.

The results of measurements for all four samples
summarized in Table I, which shows two characteris
values of the differential conductance in units ofe2y2p h̄:
(i) G0,exp, the conductance at bias voltage just above4Dye
and at gate voltage that corresponds to the maxim
threshold voltageVt, and (ii) G1,exp, the peak conductance
at resonance (whenVt reaches minimum). Variation of
the peak conductanceG1 with the tunnel resistanceR and
charging energyEC described by Table I confirms tha
when the relative width of the charge states of the trans
tor [characterized by the parametera of Eq. (8)] becomes
considerable,G1 increases gradually beyonde2y2p h̄. At
large a, when G1 ¿ e2y2p h̄, the charging effects are
completely washed out by the quantum fluctuations
charge on the central electrode of the transistor and
differential conductance becomes insensitive to the g
voltage. This case is approached by sample 4 with
largesta in which Vt is practically independent of the gat
voltage, and we could assign only one value of the char
teristic conductance to this sample.

When a is small and the charging effects are we
pronounced, the threshold conductanceG0 originates only
from the process of cotunneling, and is much smaller th
the peak conductanceG1. It can be calculated from Eq. (4
4823
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FIG. 2. Measured (a)I-V characteristics, and (b) bias-voltage
dependence of the differential conductance of sample 1
several gate voltages. The traces shown with thick lines in (
correspond to theI-V curves presented in (a). For clarity, the
features due to the current peaks associated with the Coo
pair tunneling that are visible in (a) have been omitted in (b
For discussion see text.

which predicts that atV  4Dye the cotunneling con-
ductance of the superconducting SET transistor should
crease abruptly to a finite, voltage-independent level whi
also does not depend on temperature at low temperatu
This behavior is indeed found in our three samples wi
larger tunnel resistances. Figure 3 shows, for example,
data for sample 2. At gate voltages which correspond
the thresholdsVt close to maximum we see the kink in the
I-V curves and the step in thedIydV at the onset of the
quasiparticle current atV  4Dye. [For other values of
the gate voltage small current peaks due to Cooper p
tunneling that are visible in Figs. 2(a) and 3, overlap wi
the onset of quasiparticle current and do not allow one
identify the conductance jump.] The data shown in Figs.
and 3 were taken at a temperature of about 100 mK. W
checked that the jump in the quasiparticle conductance
practically temperature independent for temperatures up
0.4 K.

Table I contains a comparison between the observ
cotunneling conductanceG0,exp and G0,theory calculated
from Eq. (4) under the assumption of a symmetric tra
sistor. Taking into account that any asymmetry and/
nonuniformity of the junction resistances increasesG0 we
can say that the agreement betweenG0,exp andG0,theory is
reasonable.

In summary, we proposed theoretically and confirme
in experiment that the quasiparticle transport in a sup
conducting SET transistor in the vicinity of the tunnelin
threshold can be described as resonant tunneling thro
4824
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FIG. 3. MeasuredI-V characteristics of sample 2 for severa
gate voltages. The inset shows the differential conductan
in the vicinity of the gap edgeV  4Dye for gate voltages
which correspond to the two largest tunneling thresholds. Th
conductance jump atV  4Dye is due to the cotunneling.

a macroscopic charge state of the central electrode of
transistor. The maximal differential conductance assoc
ated with this process ise2y2p h̄, while the width of the
resonance is determined by the lifetime broadening of t
charge states of the transistor. For gate voltages away fr
the resonance we observed very clearly the cotunneli
current which exhibits linear (in contrast to cubic of the
normal-metal case) dependence on the bias voltage.
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